Volume-specific parameter optimization of 3D local phase features for improved extraction of bone surfaces in ultrasound.
Accurate localization of bone surfaces remains a challenge hampering adoption of ultrasound guidance in computer-assisted orthopaedic surgery. Local phase image features have recently been proven efficacious for segmenting bone surfaces from ultrasound images, but the quality of the processing depends on numerous filter parameters that are currently set through a trial and error process that is tedious, unintuitive and subject to large inter-user variability. A method is presented for automatically selecting parameters of Log-Gabor filters used to extract bone surfaces from 3D ultrasound volumes that is based on properties estimated directly from the specific image. A 15% and 69% average improvement in bone surface localization accuracy on phantom and clinical data, respectively, is demonstrated compared with empirically-set parameters. These findings imply that Log-Gabor filter parameter optimization is necessary for accurate extraction of bone surfaces from ultrasound data.